INTRODUCTION
walter savage landor was born in 1775 ; he died in 1864. He was born, that is, before the Romantic Revival in letters had begun ; he died, fourteen years after Wordsworth, long after It had ended. In the year of his birth there appeared Johnson's Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland ; in the following year the first volume of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Round about the date of his death appeared Romol# (1863), Our Mutual Friend (1864), Enoch Arden (1864), Dramatis Persona (1864), and Atalanta in Calydon (1865). Between those two periods in literature lay all Wordsworth, Coleridge, Blake, Byron, Keats, Shelley, Beddoes, Darley, and Hood. With any 'of them all Landor had as much alliance as with any other — which is to say, very little. There were two writers who, being neither Augustan nor Victorian, remained singularly aloof from the Romantic affairs of their time in letters ; one was Landor, and one was Jane Austen.
It is perhaps their only resemblance, except in the sudden flashes of insight of which they were both capable. They coul4 both be tender ; they could both be devastating. In general, however, Jane's was the more universal genius. Her style was more subdued and less noticeable, though no less effective ; her concern .was with men and women in their daily affairs. But Landor 1?n his books made himself a colonnade of marble to walk in, and though he admitted to it all who came, his guests were usually men and women introduced on high affairs of state. He superbly withdrew himself to his art, and his art has ever since remained superbly withdrawn.
It was an age of imagined perfections. Human perfectibility and human freedom were the watchwords of the great political Romanticists. 'Man was born free and is everywhere in chains,* Rousseau had written ; and men had believed the great half-truth, freedom was man's prerogative, and perfection his possibility^ He had been robbed of the one and cheated of the other. By

